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It’s finally here! Your child is starting school and

all at once it feels overwhelming, daunting,

exciting and terrifying! I have done this 4 times

now, as well as being on the “other side”

welcoming in new Reception kids and their

families for a decade. I really do know how you

are feeling!

In my experience, the children settle more

quickly than their parents. If I could say one

thing it would be it is totally normal for it to be

new and unsettling, so try not to worry as they

get used to it so quickly and love it! 

S T A R T I N G  S C H O O L

"Give it time.

This is a huge

adjustment for

everyone, even if

your child has

previously been

in nursery for

long hours. They

will soon settle

into a new

normal."

All the Feelings!

Hold on through those first few weeks of transition and have hope. It is the sheer
exhaustion and the newness of the routines and expectations that take the most time to
adjust to. After that it is mostly plain sailing and hopefully they’ll have wonderful
memories of school days in the future.

Promise Cards (see Fun Ideas section) Starting School books



Talk: Everywhere and anywhere, as soon as the subject comes up, talk as positively as you can about school.

Mention your own great memories of school, ask questions together about which new friends you might meet and

talk about making your own friends with the new parents (this is a big change for us too!) It can help your child to

know that you too feel a little nervous and excited about this big step and that you will be discovering it all

together. Talking about belonging to the new community is helpful too, so take some time to look at school

events/ fairs/ shows etc and how amazing it will be to get to be a part of it all together as a family.

School Role Play: Set up a corner to become a role play school and play together at being teachers, pupils and

following the school day routine. Have a table close by to set up for school dinners, using a little tray and pretend

to have them choose food from a serving hatch. Teddies and dolls could join the school, take part in lessons, learn

how to use the toilets and coat pegs, line up for moving around the school, change for PE lessons and go out for

playtimes. The more these new routines are rehearsed and practised through play, the less daunting they will feel

on the first day and soon your child will feel confident as they know what types of things to expect.

Starting School Scrap Book: Hopefully your child’s new school will have a good understanding of the settling in

process and will have sent a pack about the new school environment and routine. We have usually been sent

helpful photos of the class teachers and assistants, the lunch hall, coat pages, toilets and a few other key areas

just so that the child can become familiar with them. It’s a great idea to then turn these into a scrap book to look

at regularly. Talk about those key areas and staff members often and write down your child’s questions or

comments into the book so that those can be read and answered each time you look at it too. This will give you a

chance to ask the school for more information and reassurance if needed. 

Books: As always, books provide a wonderful comfort and reassurance about new experiences and can be read

again and again until the characters and scenarios are familiar. Place a stack of books about starting school in a

basket and read the whole pile each day for the couple of weeks before school or as the settling in process

begins. Have them available for reading at the table, in the bath, before bed and any time your child starts to have

concerns or needs reassurance again. This would be an ideal place to put the starting school scrap book too,

reading it often and discussing the photos, teachers and places that will soon become their new normal routine.

Play Dates: This might not be such a straightforward step if you haven’t yet made any contacts with the new

classmates, but increasingly Class WhatsApp groups are set up before term even begins, or as soon as it starts

otherwise. Take advantage of these and get to know the other parents as soon as possible, even if just via the

messages at first. Suggest meeting up at the park for early introductions for the kids and to break the ice between

adults. As soon as your child starts to mention certain new friends in the class, start introducing short after school

playdates so that they can build on these friendships outside of the school environment too. These will naturally

evolve over time but it is great for them to get the practise in!

There are three main areas in which you can help your child prepare for school. 
Emotionally, practically and academically. 

H O W  T O  P R E P A R E  F O R  S C H O O L

E M O T I O N A L  P R E P A R A T I O N



Toileting: As much as we may have tried our best, some children are still quite reliant on us when it comes to

toileting. Good hygiene really needs to be taught as soon as possible as schools are a breeding ground for

germs. So wiping and hand washing are the two key areas to practise over and over again! 

Use dolls or teddies, trucks or dinosaurs to practise washing and drying in bubbly water and speak about

germs and how easily they spread. If your child can use the toilet independently they will feel so much happier

and more comfortable at school. Some children will hold on all day long otherwise, leading to constipation and

general feelings of unhappiness associated with the school day because of this.  

Clothing: Coats, hats, scarves and gloves cause the biggest issues through the winter months as they are of

course so fiddly and frustrating! Practise putting a coat on by lying it on the floor upside down, picking it up at

the collar and pulling it ip over their head behind them. Their arms then drop into the sleeves easily! This is a

Montessori method that works so well, even with toddlers. Mittens are easier than gloves and can be attached

at the sleeve of the coat or via the good old fashioned elastic-through-the-sleeves method! Show them how to

stuff a hat down one sleeve of the coat and the scarf down the other, then hang the coat up. This helps keep

track of loose items more easily! And label EVERYTHING. You'll be amazed by what they manage to lose! 

Changing for PE can also be stressful so buy the most child friendly clothes or version of the uniform possible

ie with velcro/ elasticated waist/ no buttons if possible. A good early years department in school will not have

them changing for PE anyway at this stage, as it is part of the early years curriculum, but just in case, practise

dressing and undressing as part of their independent daily routine. Lay out their clothes the night before ready

to go in the morning as this will also save time and stress on those rushed school mornings.

Eating: From my decade working with Reception  aged children, it is eating that caused the most tears and

anxieties. It is often possible to come into school to taste the school lunch menu and look at the set up

together, so take advantage of that if offered. There will be a menu sent home each half term and this can be

so useful for talking in advance about what foods to expect and making some possible choices ahead of time. I

always suggest starting with school lunches as these are a much more sociable occasion than packed lunches

in the early stages, and they are free for the first couple of years, but of course you could move onto that

option if it seems too stressful to battle with.

Routine: So many early school settling issues are related to the sheer exhaustion of learning a new routine,

following instructions and being scheduled all day long. The absolute best gift you can give your children at

this stage is an early bedtime that you stick to consistently. Getting ample sleep in the first year of school will

be an incredible help. If this seems hard I suggest starting the wind down routine earlier really helps, with a

very predictable routine of bath/ story/ talking before bed, perhaps including essential oils and relaxing music

too if those help.

S T A R T I N G  S C H O O L

P R A C T I C A L  P R E P A R A T I O N

Practical life skills are really important for helping your child to find
independence in the school environment and feel more confident about leaving
you. It tends to be about these issues, especially toileting and eating, that
children are the most anxious.



Name Learning: For some kids this is so easy, but for those with a 10 letter name it is a wholly different story!

Practise writing their name in sensory materials poured into a tray eg fine salt, flour, chocolate pudding mix

etc. Recognising their name is an earlier and easier skill but one they will need from day one in school, reading

it on their coat peg and possibly their tray or cubby hole too. Some classes do self-registration where your

child will be expected to find their name from among the others in the class or even to write it. So this is an

important skill to have mastered before they begin if possible. You can make a simple game by writing all of

the family names onto pieces of card and mixing them up, then ask your child to pick out their name. Make a

double set of names and you can play snap or memory pairs too!

Reading: No, your child absolutely does not need to be able to read before starting school, don't worry! You

can, however, do the really important job of laying the foundation for a love of reading by immersing them in

storytelling, reading time and exposing them to a good range of books.  Being able to tell some stories by

memory by looking at the pictures or “reading” and predicting the story by looking at what happens on each

page is a fantastic early literacy skill. Practise telling stories to each other, making up silly rhyming or

alliteration games and do plenty of speaking and listening. These are vital literacy foundations onto which later

skills are built.

Phonics: Your child will be taught phonics, reading and writing following a pre-designed programme and the

school will teach you all about how to support this as the first term begins. If you do start sooner then be sure

to refer to the letter names by the SOUNDS that they make rather than the names of the letters eg “ffffffffff”

instead of saying “letter EFF” and also use lower case letters in writing rather than upper. If your child is

already keen to do their own writing, encourage them to use whatever letters they already know, using sounds

if they can hear them or else just mark-making and “squiggle writing”. This is an important stage that should be

encouraged and is something that children naturally do as part of their play at this stage. You can ask your

child what their “writing” says and then make a note of that for them like a scribe, reading the writing back to

them. 

Fine Motor Skills: Before your child is physically able to write with a pencil, first they need to have honed their

fine motor skills and strengthened their small hand muscles. This is not something that can be rushed but

instead can be practised every day and built up gradually. Thankfully there are SO many wonderful, play based

fine motor skills activities so they will never see it as boring! Lego, Duplo, tearing paper, cutting with scissors,

poking things into and pulling things out of play dough, rolling and pinching play dough, snipping and

squeezing play dough, making slime, peeling stickers, playing pick up sticks, pushing pegs into peg boards,

podding peas, peeling oranges,  threading beads, simple sewing and lacing, wrapping and unwrapping, picking

up buttons and beads etc. Incorporate these activities into daily invitations to play for extra impact. 

S T A R T I N G  S C H O O L

A C A D E M I C  P R E P A R A T I O N

I don’t like to suggest preparing too much in an academic sense as this can sometimes
lead to developmentally inappropriate workbooks and children being pushed before
they are ready, turning them off learning before they have even begun. There are
certainly some ways that you can give your child a playful foundation, ready to learn
when school begins. As always, everything should be PLAY based!



S T A R T I N G  S C H O O L

F U N  I D E A S  T O  H E L P !

Promise Cards: This is an idea I started when my little boy was in nursery and finding it very hard to

separate from me. Simply cut a little heart (or any shape) from a piece of cardboard so that it feels nice and

sturdy when held in their hand or pocket. Onto that write a VERY simple and easy to achieve activity that

you will do when you are together again. It needs to be simple so that you will be able to always follow

through with it and complete it. This helps with the "promise" aspect of the idea and really seals your child's

trust that not only will you see them again soon but that the activity together will definitely happen straight

away. Ideas include: "we will watch tv together", "we will bake a cake", "we will go to the park", "we will go to

the cafe" etc. You then pop this into their pocket and tell them to look at it whenever they feel sad or

worried as a promise that you are coming soon. This had a really big impact on my little boy and was really

successful.

After School Invitations to Play: I find it really helpful to introduce a routine of coming into the house and

having a snack and drink alongside a pre-prepared invitation to play or create. I set these up about 10

minutes before collecting the kids and it helps to ease the transition from school to evening routines really

well. I don't suggest asking loads of questions about their day as they will be exhausted and don't really

want to talk much until they've had a snack. During this play/ art activity is a great time to chat, especially if

it is sensory based as that has a relaxing effect too, allowing them to decompress from their scheduled day. 

Friday Night Fun: Have one day a week (Friday feels good for this) when no-one is on a screen (adults too),

and everyone has a fun night with board games or some kind of silly treasure hunt, jokes or show for each

other to watch and take part in. For children who are finding the school week hard or exhausting it can be

so good to have something as simple as a Fun Night coming up in a few days as a regular feature to look

forward to. Maybe have it on a Wednesday as the middle of the week can feel tough too! 

Plan for Boredom: It is so important to not over-schedule so make sure to leave some after school

afternoons with nothing planned in, especially when the sports/ activities/ music lessons etc are starting to

stack up. Kids need that free time to really learn how to first unwind and relax but then how to deal with the

"boredom" by learning to be creative and imaginative in their play and making. This is how good quality,

independent play skills develop, which are so vital for all early child development.

Even when following all of these tips it is OF COURSE possible that your child will
have wobbles about starting school. This is normal. Here are some ideas to help those
who find it particualry hard emotionally and also for all kids as they begin their
new routine. 
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